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Abstract
Coming off of a record-breaking year, 2019 is shaping up to be a reset year for the industry. Headwinds in 
the form of excess inventory, memory pricing and trade tensions have converged to set the industry up for 
declines across the board. The critical question is, have we reached the bottom yet? This presentation will 
discuss the 2019 fab, equipment, materials markets, as well as recent trade actions, and provide forecasts 
through 2020 for these markets. 
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Abstract
The semiconductor manufacturing industry is facing tremendous and very fast changing in technology 
environment.
Requirements in the autonomous driving, industry 4.0 and beyon, AI and quantum computers are raising the 
bar for semiconductor requirements.
SEMI is providing support and engagement guidelines through several Technology communities helping 
companies to find a common approach and optimizing future requirements and landscape
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